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We demonstrate Astrolabe, a visualization software of network characteristics that utilizes an application-oriented measurement platform called N-TAP. N-TAP agents are deployed
among end nodes and cooperate with one another for network monitoring. By obtaining network characteristics from
N-TAP, Astrolabe dynamically displays the current state of
the Internet with several visualization methods.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.3 [ComputerCommunication Networks]: Network Operations—Network
monitoring
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Figure 1: Connectivity Grids.
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We demonstrate Astrolabe with N-TAP deployed on a
number of nodes. Our demonstration shows the possibility
of an AOMP, especially a distributed one, as an actual network measurement service deployed on the Internet. Since
we have not yet seen the widespread deployment of such
kind of services so far, our demonstration will be the first
step for letting people intuitively understand how it works,
what kind of information we can obtain, and how quickly
we can receive a massive amount of network characteristics.
Currently, Astrolabe has three types of visualization methods. The first one is called Connectivity Grids (Fig. 1),
which indicates the connectivity between one node to another. The second is RTT Map. It represents estimated
RTT among monitoring nodes based on their location in the
Vivaldi’s coordinate space [2]. The last one is IP Topology
Map, which depicts the structure of IP topology discovered
by the Doubletree algorithm [3]. From the last two views, we
will see how these cooperative measurement methodologies
work on an actual AOMP, and their measurement efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

In the era of large-scale distributed applications, the importance of the quick and accurate grasp of network characteristics on the Internet has been emphasized. Adapting to the state of their relevant networks, the applications
autonomously perform self-organization procedures for sustaining and scaling up their services. Followed by the emerging requirement from these applications, there has been a
trend towards an independent network measurement service. Unlike traditional network measurement platforms
that collect network characteristics for mid- and long-term,
the measurement service is required to collect network characteristics upon requests from applications and provide them
quickly so that the applications can behave according to the
current state of the Internet. We call such a measurement
platform an application-oriented measurement platform, or
an AOMP for short.
We have two softwares related to our demonstration: NTAP [1] and Astrolabe. N-TAP has been developed as one
implementation of AOMPs, and its monitoring agents collaboratively collect network characteristics from multiple vantage points. From applications, N-TAP can be viewed as a
request-response service for collecting network characteristics. Astrolabe obtains network characteristics such as RTT
and IP topology from N-TAP and promptly visualizes these
information. Unlike ordinary static interfaces, Astrolabe
presents dynamic animations that help us easily understand
the current state of the Internet.
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DEMONSTRATION
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